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AIRSTRIP
ACCELERATOR SERVICES™
Realizing the full value of your mobility
solution takes careful planning and
execution at every step. Building on
the AirStrip ONE® enterprise mobility
solution, AirStrip Accelerator Services
provide that support, helping you
rapidly achieve your strategic mobility
goals—and quantify their impact on
your institution’s clinical and business
performance.
AirStrip Accelerator Services provide the expertise and analysis

• Measure and manage the impact of mobility to help ensure you

to help you realize the full value of the AirStrip mobility solution.

are meeting or exceeding your institution’s clinical, operational,

Our experienced team works with you through the entire solution

and meaningful use compliance goals

lifecycle—from pre-sale assessment and baselining to implementa-

In order to drive real transformation, great technology by itself is not

tion and impact analysis—to accelerate time-to-benefit and ensure

enough. AirStrip Accelerator Services leverage our industry-leading

sustained rewards.

expertise, gained through successful implementations nationwide,

AirStrip Accelerator Services are focused on delivering real value,

to help your institution fully realize the promise of mobility.

collaborating with your team to:
• Establish clear objectives for mobility tailored to your institution

AIRSTRIP ACCELER ATOR SERVICES ™

and based on pre-sales evaluation of your clinical and business

AirStrip Accelerator Services help you realize the full strategic value

goals, your workflows, and your IT environment

of mobility for your institution at every implementation stage:

• Get you up and running quickly while minimizing disruptions
with an AirStrip implementation plan and process aligned in
close collaboration with your institution’s clinical, business and
IT leaders
• Encourage adoption of mobility across your enterprise, reinforcing
uses of AirStrip solutions that promote wins for clinicians and
achieve your health system’s operational and clinical goals
• Drive clinical transformation with a fact-based approach to

Pre-sale Assessment and Baselining
We engage hospital leadership on mobility goals and use cases that
align physician “wins” with strategic and operational objectives. We
evaluate the current state of your infrastructure and workflows in
light of desired use cases to define the optimum path forward with
AirStrip mobility solutions.
Comprehensive Project Management and Ongoing Client Support

clinical and operational performance improvement. Using live,

Our multi-disciplinary Implementation Team works closely with

historical, and trended digital data on your patient population and

clinical, business, and IT stakeholders to achieve a successful

mobile clinician interactions, we create actionable insights to

rollout. Hands-on training for both administrators and users enables

transform care through mobility

rapid adoption and time-to-benefit. Following go-live, our 24-hour
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AirStrip Accelerator Services™
DISCOVER
Develop a Shared Vision
for Clinical Mobility
Assess Clinical
Workflows and IT
Infrastructure
Align on Vision and
Value Metrics

ADOPT

GROW

Drive Engagement by
Clinical and Business
Communities
Deploy, Train and
Support Users
Achieve Value through
Mobility

Deliver Clinical
Transformation
Measure Impact and
Value through AirStrip
INSIGHT™
Expand to New
Opportunities

AirStrip Accelerator Services provide clinical, technical, and
business support to optimize the delivery, management and
measurement of the value achieved through clinical mobility.

Technical Support is there whenever you

ABOUT AIRSTRIP ®

need assistance. Proactive system monitoring

AirStrip is guided by a bold vision: harness

helps spot problems before they impact

the power of mobile communications to

users. Our partnership with you extends

change the way healthcare is practiced.

beyond implementation to adjust to your

The AirStrip ONE® enterprise mobility

ongoing clinical and operational goals.

solution can improve the quality and

Analytics and Benchmarking
AirStrip Analytics provide the business
intelligence needed for ongoing insight
into value delivered by AirStrip mobility
solutions. Timely access to utilization trends
and analysis allows effective performance
management. You can engage our team
for analysis on financial, clinical, and
regulatory results and predictive modeling
for future planning.
Clinical Transformation
Our Clinical Transformation Team, with
extensive consulting and operational
transformation experience, provides the
expertise and guidance to help you create
lasting value by tapping the full potential of
mobility. Through effective clinician
engagement, we reinforce high-value use
cases, enhance utilization of AirStrip
solutions in clinical workflows, cultivate
clinical champions, and drive continuous
improvement through our analytics.

timeliness of care, increase patient and
clinician satisfaction, can enhance
financial performance, and reduce risk.
Headquartered in San Antonio, Texas,
AirStrip is empowering the nation’s leading
health systems to compete and succeed in
today’s rapidly changing environment.
To learn more about AirStrip Accelerator
Services, contact us today at
+1 210 805 0444 or visit us at airstrip.com.
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